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Chapter 3836 

David slowly picked up the scroll and looked at it carefully. Even the courtyard 
where David was located was clearly painted on it! 

However, when David picked up the scroll and admired it, he found that the 
scroll was illuminated by light, and there seemed to be something faintly 
behind the painting! 

Can see a shadow, but not the reality! 

“Is this scroll a painting within a painting?” 

David frowned slightly! 

The so-called painting within a painting is to hide one painting within another 
painting. Only through special light or when soaked with potion can the hidden 
painting be seen! 

“Did you find anything else in this painting?” 

David picked up the scroll and asked Binglu and others! 

Binglu and the others all shook their heads. 

“Mr. Chen, isn’t this the painting of Wuji Shengzong? There are other 
paintings, I didn’t see them!” Binglu 

said! 

David was very puzzled. He held up the scroll again and looked carefully 
through the light. He could indeed see a very blurry figure under the sect’s 
painting! 

David tried to open the Tianming Eye, because the Tianming Eye can 
abandon all obstacles and see through the essence! 



When the Dark Eye opened that day, David found that the painting was slowly 
changing. The magnificent sect just disappeared, and the blurry figure 
became clearer and clearer! 

I saw a man wearing a black robe, a black crown, and holding a skull scepter 
in his hand! 

This person’s eyes are black, and he has an aura of evil cultivator. Just one 
look at him makes him feel like he has fallen into a bottomless abyss! 

And around this person, there were extremely ferocious-looking, grinning 
ghosts surrounding him! 

On this man’s black robe, a ghost face-shaped pattern seems to be emitting 
light. It is this light that attracts the surrounding ghosts! 

David was very curious as to who the person in this painting was! 

And it looks like he must be a demon cultivator! 

But why is there a portrait of a demon cultivator hidden in the scroll of the Wuji 
Holy Sect? 

Isn’t this too strange? 

Just when David was fascinated by the painting, the figure in the painting 
seemedAs if alive, his deep and dark eyes emitted a breathtaking light! 

At the same time, the fierce ghosts around him all rushed towards David with 
their teeth and claws bared. 

This shocked David. He never expected that the ghost in the painting would 
actually be alive. 

“Ah…” 

David was caught off guard and screamed! 

At the same time, Daluo Jindian in David’s sea of consciousness instantly 
emitted a dazzling golden light! 

“Mr. Chen, what’s wrong with you?” 



Binglu and Lan Yingying hurriedly stepped forward and asked! 

David finally came to his senses and found that he was still holding a scroll in 
his hand, and it still had the painting of Wuji Holy Sect on it! 

You can’t see the portrait of the demon cultivator at all, let alone the fierce 
ghost! 

“Have you noticed any evil ghosts appearing?” 

David asked with lingering fear! 

“No, you were just holding this painting and standing there blankly, as if you 
had lost your soul.” 

Binglu shook her head and said! 

“It’s strange, was it just a hallucination?” 

Cold sweat broke out on David’s forehead! 

But the feeling just now was too real and extremely terrifying, especially the 
light emanating from the eyes in the portrait of the demon cultivator, which 
made David feel as if he had fallen into hell! 

“That’s not an illusion. Just now, a golden light flashed across your sea of 
consciousness, almost killing me.” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said tremblingly! 

Only then did David remember that the Daluo Jindian in his consciousness 
just now suddenly burst out with golden light! 

Even David himself didn’t know what was going on! 

“Senior, do you know the person on the scroll just now? It seems that he is 
also a demon cultivator.” 

David asked Demon Lord Chiyun! 

Since he saw it just now, Demon Lord Chiyun must also be able to see it. 



Demon Lord Chiyun shook his head, “I don’t know him, or he can’t 
remember.” 

“But this person was obviously suppressed by the Wuji Holy Sect in the scroll, 
and the picture of the sect painted on it was used for suppression!” 
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When David listened to Demon Lord Chiyun’s words, he looked even more 
confused and puzzled! 

If this scroll is a suppressive object, how come there is no spiritual energy 
fluctuation at all? 

And how could this scroll of suppressing demons appear in a very ordinary 
disciple’s courtyard? 

This is unreasonable. Normally, this should be placed in the most strict room 
in the entire sect! 

Although David didn’t speak, Demon Lord Chiyun also knew David’s question! 

“I guess the reason why this scroll has no spiritual energy fluctuations is to 
prevent anyone from detecting it. Someone must be trying to save the people 
suppressed by this scroll.” 

“That’s why Wuji Holy Sect made this scroll so that there is no spiritual energy 
fluctuation at all, so that It is difficult for people to find that such a scroll with 
no spiritual energy fluctuations can be a suppressive object. “ 

“It is also placed in the room of ordinary disciples, probably to confuse the 
other party. The other party will definitely not think that such an important 
thing will be there. It was stored in the room of an ordinary disciple.” 

“Maybe the destruction of the Wuji Holy Sect is related to the man on the 
scroll…” 



Demon Lord Chiyun analyzed, but he also I don’t know the specific situation, 
it’s just a guess! 

“Who are the people suppressed by this scroll? It makes such a large sect 
nervous!” 

David was very puzzled, but he didn’t know the people in the scroll, so he put 
the scroll away temporarily. ! 

At this time, Ouyang Zhenhua and others also followed, and before David 
could speak, they started searching! 

Since David had taken a look first, they thought it was safe! 

If there is any good stuff, David can get it first. It’s good for them to just pick 
up some fallen melons. After all, without David, they can’t even get in! 

David continued to explore other courtyards. Although he didn’t get many 
things from the first two courtyards, they did have formation disks and painting 
scrolls. Although David couldn’t use them now, it didn’t mean that he wouldn’t 
be able to use them in the future! 

David took Binglu and the others all the way deeper into the sect. The deeper 
they went into the sect, the more shocking the ruins became, and the more 
serious the damage became. There was almost no complete house in sight! 

But what makes David a little strange is that when he went deep into the 
sect’s territory, he didn’t see a single body! 

Even if the corpse decays after many years, the bones of Xuese should still 
be able to remain! 

But you can’t even see the bones! 

This is very strange. 

The once prosperous Dazong is now in dilapidated condition! 

The main hall of Wuji Holy Sect also collapsed suddenly, and in the position of 
the main hall, there was a deep pit with a radius of several miles, as if it was 
hit hard by something! 



This was also the place where the battle was fiercest, because even the ruins 
were gone and turned into ashes! 

“Don’t follow me anymore. Just wait here. I’ll go take a look in this pit.” 

David wanted to know what kind of thing could smash the Wuji Holy Sect’s 
main hall into a deep pit in one fell swoop! 

Binglu nodded. They knew that following David to explore unknown areas 
would not only not help David, but would actually cause him trouble! 

David carefully walked into the pit! 

But as soon as he walked in, David felt waves of cold air! 

Although the Wuji Holy Sect is in the chaotic land in the southern polar region 
and the northern ice field, it is not cold at all. This chaotic land seems not to 
be affected by the southern and northern regions! 

But when David walked into the deep pit, he felt a cold breath! 

As David continued to go deeper into the pit, he finally had to use the ultimate 
fire in his body to resist the cold! 

“It’s really strange, why is it so cold here?” 

David was very puzzled! 

Soon, David came to the bottom of the pit. The bottom was full of the remains 
of the hall, and David searched carefully! 
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But after searching, nothing was found, but the chill was getting stronger and 
stronger! 

David had no choice but to use the Tianming Eye again. With the help of the 
Tianming Eye, David discovered that at the bottom of the pit, there was a 
white flame aura emerging from the ground! 



And the reason why the temperature in this big pit is low is also because of 
this white flame aura! 

David stabbed the ground hard with his dragon-slaying sword! 

Suddenly, an even greater aura of white flames spurted out, directly blowing 
the surrounding soil and building debris to all directions! 

At this time, a milky white stone appeared, and it was the size of a head! 

“It’s such a big stone. Could it be that this deep pit is caused by this stone?” 

David looked at the stone in front of him and felt very shocked! 

No wonder it’s so cold in this deep pit. It turns out there is such a large piece 
of pole stone! 

David reached out to grab the pole stone and wanted to pick it up! 

But when his hand just touched the pole stone, his whole arm froze at an 
unexpected speed! 

White frost quickly covered David’s arms! 

This time, David panicked and tried to break away, but found that he couldn’t 
move his arms! 

David quickly used the source of the fire, causing his entire arm to be 
wrapped in flames! 

Under the extreme fire, David’s arm thawed and then broke free! 

David looked at the Jishi in front of him and was very shocked in his heart! 

This pole stone is too evil. Even though it is large, the ice-cold energy is too 
powerful! 

David has picked up so many polar stones in the polar regions, but nothing 
like this has ever happened! 

Even though the stone is cold, it won’t freeze people as soon as it touches it, 
right? 



“Do you see what’s inside that stone?” 

At this time, Demon Lord Chiyun said! 

David then took a closer look, and sure enough, he found a flame still beating 
inside the pole stone! 

“This…” 

David was confused. 

This pole stone is a cold thing, it can help repairPeople who practice ice-type 
exercises practice. 

How could there be flames inside? 

You must know that there is no room for ice and fire! 

Looking at the Jishi in front of him, David was completely confused. This had 
already touched his knowledge blind spot! 

He has never seen anything like this! 

“I remember, this should be the legendary extremely cold ice flame, right?” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said suddenly! 

“Extremely cold ice flames?” David was stunned! 

“This extremely cold ice flame is actually a kind of supreme fire. However, it is 
said that this extremely cold ice flame was born in the coldest place in the 
heaven. I don’t know how it appeared here?” 

“Could it be that the destruction of the Wuji Holy Sect will follow the 
destruction of the Wuji Holy Sect ? Is this related to the extremely cold ice 
flame?” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said! 

“A type of extreme fire?” David was even more confused. “Then will this 
extremely cold ice flame burn people to death, or freeze them to death?” 



“Of course they will freeze to death. Have you ever heard that things will 
reverse when they reach their extremes?” 

Demon Lord Chiyun asked! 

“Of course I’ve heard of it.” David nodded! 

“When the temperature of the ultimate fire reaches a critical value, the 
opposite temperature will form. That is, the higher the temperature, the 
heavier the ice-cold air of the ultimate fire.” 

“This extremely cold ice flame is probably colder than any cold thing . ” 

Demon Lord Chiyun explained! 

David still didn’t quite understand it when he heard it, but he knew that this 
extremely cold ice flame was the coldest thing. No wonder his arm froze 
instantly when he touched it. 

Seeing that David seemed to understand, Demon Lord Chiyun continued to 
explain, “When the speed of an object reaches the fastest speed and reaches 
a critical value, then it will appear to be slow. In the eyes of everyone, its 
speed will be very slow.” “ 

Similarly, in the eyes of that object, everything is slow, including the flow of 
time and the distance in space.” 

“You can’t digest this much. You just need to remember that this is extremely 
slow. ” The ice flame is the coldest.” 

David nodded, he seemed to understand a little bit! 

Now David suddenly felt that putting Demon Lord Chiyun in his sea of 
consciousness was really a wise choice! 
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David didn’t want Demon Lord Chiyun to return to his physical body. He 
wanted to stay in his own sea of consciousness and be his own think tank. It 
was good! 

“Boy, don’t give me any ideas. I won’t stay in your sea of consciousness 
forever. If you dare to trap me, I will fight to the death and explode your sea of 
consciousness.” 

Chi Yun The Demon Lord threatened David! 

In fact, Demon Lord Chiyun is just a threat. If he could explode David’s sea of 
consciousness, he would have controlled David long ago without having to 
live with David! 

Daluo Jindian in David’s consciousness scared him half to death when a 
golden light appeared. He also wanted to explode David’s consciousness. 
Isn’t it a joke! 

“Senior, I’m just thinking about it, don’t be nervous.” 

David said with a smile! 

“You kid, I never thought that I would be trapped by a kid who has 
transcended the calamity realm.” 

“This extremely cold ice flame is also a kind of ultimate fire. You should be 
able to absorb it. If you absorb and refine it, you will have three kinds of 
ultimate fire,” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said to David! 

“How…how do I refine it? This touch froze me.” 

David was speechless! 

“Don’t be afraid. You have the Ultimate Fire Essence. It can freeze you to 
death. If that doesn’t work, I’ll just use the Ultimate Fire Essence to absorb the 
extremely cold ice flames. But that would be a pity.” 

Demon Lord Chiyun said. ! 



David nodded after hearing this, then took the dragon-slaying sword and 
slashed hard at the pole stone in front of him! 

He needs to release the extremely cold ice flame first so that it can be refined 
better! 

boom! 

With a loud noise, the extreme stone shattered instantly, and the extremely 
cold ice flame jumped into the air! 

This extremely cold ice flame seemed to have life. After breaking away from 
the extreme stone, it quickly tried to escape! 

David jumped up and caught the extremely cold ice flame in the palm of his 
hand! 

The extremely cold ice flames struggled, and the cold air instantly enveloped 
David! 

Seeing this, David hurriedly transferredBy activating the ultimate fire source in 
his body, David’s body was now surrounded by flames. But even so, his body 
was quickly forming ice, almost turning into an iceman! 

David gritted his teeth, the original stars in his body kept flashing, and huge 
suction forces were sucking the extremely cold ice flame into his body! 

Jihan Bingyan was struggling hard, as if he didn’t want to be refined by David 
at all! 

While David was absorbing the extremely cold ice flames, his Fire Essence 
was already ready! 

If once the extremely cold ice flame enters the body, he cannot absorb and 
refine it, then he can only swallow the fire essence to absorb it, otherwise 
David is afraid that he will turn into an ice sculpture, and he will never be able 
to untie it! 

The moment the extremely cold ice flames entered David’s body, the icy air 
began to spread crazily inside David’s body, seeming to freeze David’s entire 
body! 



David’s earth core fire and the demonic fire are also swimming in his body, 
wrapped in the extremely cold ice flame! 

The three ultimate fires began to chase and fight in David’s body. If David’s 
physical body was not strong enough, he would have been swallowed up by 
now! 

At this moment, David’s body was covered with frost and he stood blankly at 
the bottom of the pit. 

David looked motionless, but a fierce battle had already broken out inside him! 

Binglu and others were shocked when they saw that David was frozen! 

Just when they wanted to enter the pit to rescue David, they found that the 
cold air in the pit was overwhelming. Even the ice-based skills they practiced 
were unable to withstand the cold air! 

Binglu and the others could only watch anxiously and helplessly from the top 
of the pit! 

Just when David was taming and refining the extremely cold ice flame, Mu 
Naiyi had already led Mu Yao and others into the Wuji Holy Sect. 

“Miss, this… this is too big. I didn’t expect such a large sect to be hidden in 
this mountain peak.” 

Mu Yao was stunned when he looked at the Wuji Holy Sect in front of him! 

“This is not in the mountains, this is in the land of chaos. Didn’t you see that 
the space and time are constantly flowing in the sky above the sect?” 

Mu Naiyi looked up at the Wuji Holy Sect, his eyes filled with shock. ! 
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“Miss, it seems that David and those guys are here too. We have been left 
behind.” 



“We’d better get down quickly. There must be a lot of treasures in such a large 
sect.” 

Mu Yao couldn’t wait. Got it! 

Mu Naiyi nodded and said, “Go down, but be cautious. Such a large sect is 
hidden here, and there must be many traps inside.” 

After Mu Naiyi warned him, he jumped down first! 

Entering the majestic Wuji Holy Sect, the Mu family was also shocked. 

Looking at the complete courtyard, Mu Yao also took it in to search! 

It’s a pity that these courtyards have been searched, and nothing good has 
been found! 

“Miss, these courtyards have obviously been tampered with. It is estimated 
that all the good things in them have been taken away. I think we should 
speed up and get in front of these people.” 

Mu Yao said. 

Mu Nayi nodded and then quickened his pace. 

Soon, Mu Naiyi and others met Ouyang Zhenhua and others. The two parties 
only met each other and did not communicate. Mu Naiyi led the people to go 
deeper. 

“Sister Binglu, the Mu family, people from the Mu family are here.” 

At this time, a saint girl said to Binglu in a panic. 

At this moment, people from the Mu family are rushing over, but David is still 
frozen at the bottom of the pit. 

If someone from the Mu family discovers it, it will be a big trouble. 

“What should I do?” 

Binglu also panicked. 



They are no match for the Mu family. If David is discovered by them then, 
David will also be in danger. 

Just when Binglu was at a loss, Lan Yingying said, “Let’s bury Mr. Chen first 
so that the Mu family won’t find him.” 

“When the Mu family leaves, we will think of ways to save Mr. Chen.” 

Binglu heard this. , also nodded, this is the only way now. 

So a few people joined forces, and blasts of icy air hit the edge of the pit. The 
soil fell one after another, and David was soon buried. 

Seeing that David was buried, Binglu and others hurriedly left.Open and find a 
ruins to hide in. 

Just as Binglu and others left, Mu Naiyi brought people over. Looking at the 
deep pit in front of him, his eyes were full of surprise. 

“It seems that this sect has suffered a big blow. I hope that some intact 
treasures can be left behind.” 

After only stopping for a moment, Mu Naiyi led the Mu family around the pit 
and continued walking towards the depths of the sect. 

Only after seeing the Mu family leaving did Binglu and the others dare to 
come out! 

“What should we do?” 

Looking at David who was buried, several people were embarrassed again! 

The cold in this deep pit is so strong that they can’t stand it at all! 

At this time, David is still trying his best to subdue the extremely cold ice 
flame. As long as he refines this extremely cold ice flame, David will have 
three ultimate fires! 

With David’s continuous efforts, the extremely cold ice flame finally became 
weaker and weaker under the pursuit of the two extreme fires. 

In the end, David’s original star flickered, directly absorbing the extremely cold 
ice flames! 



After refining the extremely cold ice flame, the temperature in the pit instantly 
increased and it was no longer so cold. 

Just when Binglu and others were at a loss, David broke out of the ground, 
jumped up, and landed on the ground! 

“Mr. Chen, are you okay?” 

Seeing David coming up, several people ran over quickly! 

“It’s okay, I just found a piece of pole stone.” 

David turned over and took out the large piece of pole stone! 

Although it was broken by David’s sword, this pole stone was much larger 
than other pole stones! 

What’s more, this extreme stone was once wrapped in extremely cold ice 
flames, so it was even more helpful for Binglu and the others’ cultivation! 

“What a big pole stone.” 

Binglu looked excited and put the pole stone away! 

“Have Master Ouyang and the others not caught up with them yet?” 

David looked around and asked! 

“Not yet, but the people from the Mu family are here.” 

Binglu said! 

“What? The Mu family also found this place?” 

David frowned. 

 

 


